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WHO & WHY

• Oklahoma’s largest law firm

• 70-year history of serving oklahomans in law

• oklahoma city, springfield (MO), tulsa

• cybersecurity & privacy

• largest & most diverse industry group 
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   security basics
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 social engineering

 social engineering attacks occur when an attacker uses human interaction (social skills) 
to obtain or compromise information about an organization or its computer systems.
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 business email comprimise

Business email compromise (or email account compromise) is a sophisticated scam 
that targets both businesses and individuals who perform legitimate transfer-of-funds requests. 

BEC is one of the most financially damaging online crimes.
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 phishing

 Phishing is a form of social engineering 
That uses email or malicious websites to solicit personal information 

or to get you to download malicious software by posing as a trustworthy entity. 
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 types of phishing

 spear-Phishing
Whaling
vishing

smishing
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 spear-phishing

 spear-phishing is phishing targeted at an individual 
by including key information about them.
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 whaling

 whaling is phishing targeted at a high-profile individual 
to steal sensitive and high-value information.
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 vishing

 vishing is phishing via voice communication 
to entice the victim to engage in conversation & build trust.  
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 smishing

 smishing is phishing via text messages 
to get the victim to click on a link, download files and applications, or begin a conversation. 
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 smishing
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 the risks

 operations 
regulatory investigation & fines

litigation
damage to reputation

financial damages
loss of public trust 
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the operations risk

9.6
days 

the average downtime from an attack

The economic impact of cyber attacks on municipalities
knowbe4, 202014



the financial risk

The economic impact of cyber attacks on municipalities
knowbe4, 2020

$125,697
  estimated ransom paid per event by municipalities
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why are you at risk?

The economic impact of cyber attacks on municipalities
knowbe4, 202016



 why are you at risk?

50
percent 

of states do not have a committed cybersecurity line-item in the budget  

The economic impact of cyber attacks on municipalities
knowbe4, 202017



 why are you at risk?

37
percent 

of states have seen a reduction or no change in the budget 
for cybersecurity or technology

The economic impact of cyber attacks on municipalities
knowbe4, 202018



 anatomy of a phish

 suspicious sender
generic greetings and/or signature

call to action
sense of urgency

spoofed hyperlinks
grammar & spelling

suspicious attachments
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 anatomy of a phish
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 anatomy of a phish
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the boom

[Left] boom [Right]
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what kind of boom?

event < incident < breach
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 left of boom:  preparation

 when in doubt, report it out
make passwords long & strong

mfa, in every way
hyper-wary of hyperlinks

always up the anti
Train to gain
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 left of boom:  preparation

 teach a person to see a phish, and they will stop phish for a lifetime 
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 the boom:  incident handling

detection & Analysis
containment, eradication & recovery

post-incident recovery
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 right of boom:  post-incident recovery

legal obligations & reporting
public disclosures & messaging

Mitigation & training
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municipalities must focus on

people
process

technology
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people

Does our city have an internal or external technology Team?  
does our city have a designated employee (full or part-time) for cybersecurity?

DOES OUR CITY HAVE A DESIGNATED TEAM FOR CYBERSECURITY EVENTS?
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process

does our city have a process for assessing cyber risks?
does our city have an incident response plan?  

does our city have a cybersecurity training program?
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technology

what platform does our city use for email and office management?  
what security tools are enabled on this platform? 

DOES OUR CITY utilize multi-factor authentication for all our technology systems?  
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conclusion

questions?
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Sasha Beling
405-270-6011

sasha.beling@mcafeetaft.com

Zach Oubre
405-270-6023

zach.oubre@mcafeetaft.com

joshua snavely
405-270-6027

joshua.snavely@mcafeetaft.com


